We investigate the design of a Coulomb blockade device consisting of a rectangular array of quantum dots or ultrasmall metallic islands with regard to its stability against geometric size disorder and offset charges. To simulate the device operation we perform a statistical analysis of the Coulomb blockade voltage which results in practical design rules.
INTRODUCTION
For digital applications the complete current suppression offered by Coulomb blockade (CB) [1] is very attractive as it would lead to lower power consumption. This complete suppression is strictly speaking only theoretical, since it results from a first-order perturbation expansion at zero temperature. Therefore, most CB devices have to tackle problems of parasitic currents caused by thermally increased conduction, cotunneling, or time-varying fields. In addition there are technological difficulties, namely geometric disorder of the device, and offset charges.
In order to tackle these problems, instead of a single quantum dot or ultrasmall metallic island, several proposed and realized CB devices are based on arrays, such as the thermometer [2] , the current standard [3] , and the silicon CB memory [4] . Also two-dimensional arrays haven been investigated theoretically [5] , by means of simulation [6, 7] , and experimentally [8, 9] . The overall blockade voltage, Vb, is used as a figure of merit for CB devices, and is a measure of the suppressability of current flow through a dot or an array. one-dimensional arrays, since this is extensively described in the contemporary literature [11] . As depicted in Figure we [12] .
In Figure 2 (a), the data corresponding to subpinning disorder show a slight increase of This increase is solely attributed to capacitance effects independent of the level of disorder. The total capacitance of a dot, C, depends on the arrangement of the other electrodes in its vicinity. Symmetric setups have lower total capacitances, which translates into higher blockade voltage. Since the wider the array the more symmetric the system is, a slight increase of is anticipated. Another example is the transition from the wide to the narrow array as shown in Figure 3 .
Here we plot ((Vb)) as function of disorder with 20 different levels. Again, the value of ((V)) is a fingerprint of the disorder level in the device, almost independent of the array geometry. Disorder induced charge pinning is observed for the 90%-curve. The variation of the other curves with the array shape results from changing capacitances: for non-identical dots, the x 5 array always displays a lower Coulomb blockade than longer arrays.
(Vb) as function of the array shape for disorder less than 90% shows a slight hump for the 3 x 3 array. This can be explained again with the argument of symmetry, see the discussion of The coupling of the dots in the y-direction, perpendicular to the current flow, can be estimated in comparison to the one dimensional case, for which an analytic solution of (Vb) exists [13] see a drastic increase of (Vb) which is due to charge pinning. As the array becomes wider, charges can avoid these unfavorable paths.
In Figure 6 we concentrate on (Vb Similarly short and wide arrays prove vulnerable to CB suppression by offset charges and shall be avoided. In long and narrow arrays, offset charges will result in charge pinning, which might change V6 unpredictably. Therefore the conclusion is to use square-like n n arrays of size n >_ Ne. Reliable device operation is also supported by the competition between different transport channels in those devices. In general, we found an exponential increase of the variation of the CB voltage, which is only weakly dependent on the array shape.
